
Leading Network announces the launch of the International 
Network of Interim Manager Associations (INIMA)

Leading Netowrk is delighted to announce the launch of INIMA: a cross-border organisation 
established by nine (9) of the leading national interim management professional bodies from across 
Europe. Having served their thousands of members for many years these leading national 
associations have come together in 2020 under the collaborative banner of INIMA to share 
experiences, best practices and competencies. The International Network of Interim Manager 
Associations becomes an authoritative voice to be heard for important issues of international 
Interim Management and comment on significant market trends. 

INIMA’s newly appointed chair and Leading Network board member, Jonathan Selby, commented: 
“There has been a fantastic level of cooperation in establishing our new organisation over the last 
few months and I am delighted to be able to announce our launch. Now is an excellent time to be 
able to build better international relationships and present a coherent view for the benefit of 
everyone involved in our profession.” 

Jonathan also pointed to the role of INIMA in supporting the aims and objectives of its partner 
organisations, saying: “All our partner organisations invest many resources in helping support the 
professional development of their members, securing improved credibility for them at a national 
level. INIMA wishes to extend this through its work but at an international level.  This must be to 
the advantage of all stakeholders within the interim ‘value add’ chain.” 
Part of INIMA’s remit will be to provide a pan-European annual view of the interim market, with the 
results made available for public dissemination.
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Presentation  

International Network of 
Interim Manager Associations
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Jonathan Selby

Benefits
Friendship
• Members of national associations can benefit 

from the INIMA friendship agreement when 
they operate in partner countries. Expatriate 
managers may use the network to find experts 
in fields such as tax legislation and social 
security.  

• International events of interest are also shared 
to facilitate the exchange of ideas and 
communication between IM professionals 
working in partner countries.
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Jonathan Selby

Benefits
Professionality
• The International Network of Interim Manager 

Associations is a platform to support the 
advancement of the IM profession. All the 
partner associations maintain professional 
standards by applying robust admission 
procedures and facilitating continuous 
learning of their members.  

• Members of national associations may also 
post on the INIMA blog articles of interest to 
the IM community.
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Jonathan Selby

Benefits
Promotion
• INIMA performs annual surveys of practising 

Interim Managers in the major European 
countries, for the benefit of Interim 
Managers, private equities, companies and 
providers.  

• The INIMA board has an authoritative voice 
on the important issues of European 
Interim Management and comments on 
significant market trends.
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A platform
• Website www.inima.management
• Shared Events
• Blog
• The Annual INIMA Survey
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http://www.inima.management/


Jonathan Selby

The INIMA board
country name association
Austria Robert Eichinger DOIM
France Jean-Philippe Ménétret AE-CMT
Germany Marei Strack DDIM
Italy Jonathan Selby (chairman) Leading Network
Liechenstein Kurt Schaedler VRIM
Poland Stanislaw Wojnicki SIM
Spain Gianpiero Brozzi AIME
Switzerland Bruno P. Baumberger DSIM
United Kingdom Tony Evans IIM 
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Survey working group

country name association
France Jean-Philippe Ménétret AE-CMT
Germany Rafael  Apélian  (leader) DDIM
Italy Fabio Montefiori Leading Network
Poland Grzegorz Sobiecki SIM
United Kingdom Mark Walsh IIM 
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“Harmonize the National interim manager surveys and present a  annual 
European report to our members, the providers and the industry.” 



Jonathan Selby

Blog working group

country name association
Italy Laura Robotti (Leader) Leading Network
Spain Mar Sanches AIME
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“Define and implement a  revision process for the content before it is 
published on the INIMA blog.” 



Jonathan Selby

The Partners
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